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Permutation graphs were fixst introduced by Chartrand and Haraq in 1967 [S’J. The purpose 
of this paper is to study some properties of cycle permutation graphs. A determination of some 
of their crossing numbers, in keeping with the topological nature of the Chartrand and Harary 
paper is followed by the determination of all permutations yielding aztain isomorphic permuta- 
tion graphs, extending the algebraic n:sults for planar graphs obtained by those authors. 
Kn [S] the authors introduced permutation graphs and proceeded to characterize 
those which are planar. Of course, the best known permutation graph is the 
Petersen graph and, as those authors indicate, the very concept was studied as a 
generalization of this graph. 
For a given graph G with n vertlices labelled 1,2,. . . , n, n 24, and a pennuta- 
tion a E S,,, the symmetric group on the n symbols {1,2, . . . , n}, the CY- 
permutation graph of (3, B,(G), consists of two disjoint copies of G, G1 and Gz. 
along with the n edges obtained by joining i in G1 with al(i) in G2, i = 1,2,. . . , n. 
If the graph G is an n-cycle labeled 1,2,3, . . . , n where i is joined to i + 1 and 
i - 1 (mod n) then P’(G) is called a cycle permutation grap?r and will be denoted 
C(n, a). (First given this name in 11131 but also studied in [9], [lo], and [ 121.) For a 
cyclic permutation a in S,, the notation a = (ala2a3. . . th) will be used through- 
out this paper to mean a(q)= aifl, i = 1,. . . , k - 1, a&) = al. For example, 
when a is the cyclic permutation (2453), the graph C(5, a) is isomorphic with the 
Petersen graph. It is important to note that several permutations may give the 
same (i.e, isomorphic) permutatiion graphs. Indeed, an important and interesting 
question is to determine, for a given permutation graph, all those permutations 
which give this graph. We undertake such an investigation for special cycle 
permutation graphs in section three of this paper. A major part of [5] is 
comp@ed when those permutations which yield the prism graphs C(n, (l)), are 
determined. 
It is worth noting here that qcle permutation graphs are certa-mly related to the 
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ge~medized Petersen graphs introduced by Watkins in [16]. For integers n and k, 
with 1~ k < n - 1, 2k # n, the genler&red PeteHen graph G(n, k) has vertex set 
V={UI,U9,=.~,YI,~irt)*,.*~, q,} and edge set consisting of all pairs of the form 
(q, z++*), (q, u,), or (u,, q+& where subscripts, are mad rw&l~ n and the, symbol 
‘& b _ wau ,36,). Tj;ie Gpd ‘&d&A by the’; &&l~ &-jlk ~&titer & and 
that induwd by the q is called the inner rim(s). That the sets of geqeralized 
Petersen graphs and cycle permutation graphs intersect in a nontrivial manner, 
whiIe being distinct sets, is an i&ii&&& study in itself. Stueckle qnd the author 
study this clue&on and characterize those generalized Petersen graphs which are 
cycle permutation graphs in [15]. Sosic also independently obtains this characteri- 
zation hrcsau?t in some current work 1143. SuBlce it to state here that the lclass of 
general&d Petersen ~gr+rs G(n, k), with rt and k not relatively prime (i.e. 
without a single imq ~~y)~ which & 2s cycle permutation graphs is infinite. 
Generalized PAYER graphs have been the subject of much study, particularly 
with respect o their hamiltonian properties (see [1] and [2] for example) and 
coloring properties (see’ 14]’ and [16J). An investigtition of the hamiltonian 
property for cycle permutation graphs was undertaken by Klee [lo], and same 
results in the hamiltonian and coloring properties haste also been obtaind by ’ 
Piazza [ll]. 
The remainder of the. paper introduces two separate but related investigations 
relative to certain cycle’ ‘permutation @aphs. 
Section 2 presknts the crossing number of some cycle permutation graphs in 
keeping with the topologi&l nature &f.the original Chartrand and IIarary paper. 
‘The algebraic nature of the study is pursued in Section 3 ,wlierein the permuta- 
tions yieIding those graphs we cdl twisted prism graphs are determined. 
Throughout this paper the integer n will represent the size of an original cycle 
and all arithme\tid: s done modulo ra. 
In I,$ Ae authok determine that an QL permutation graph of an outer planar 
graph is planar if and only if Q[ is in the dihe@al permutation group generated by 
N&2, - - * 9 n), (I n)(2 n - 1)(3 im - 2) . . .). It follows from this result ,ihat a cycle 
permutation graph is planar if and only if it is i~morphic with the prism graph 
C(a (1’;). The pur@o& here is to further the discussion of the topological nature 
of cycle permutati;on graphs. 
The @rameter We choose to examine is the crossing number. (We point out 
that Exoo et al. have &died this parameter for gene&& Peterserr graphs in 
[$I.) This paramet&% pzirticularly interesting for cycle permut&ion graphs because 
of the* re,MionsXp to the Petersen graph. The ‘pentagram within a pentagon’ 
drawi ?g of {Ihe ‘&m& -gi&h is’ far “f&m its most” e&i&t drawing ielative to 
ciQ& !;s, but its picturesque nature has cotatril Isited to mare than just aesthetic 
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value. This well-known drawing likely contributed to the definition of generalized 
Petersen graphs, and as indicated earlier these graphs are an extremely interesting 
class, 
The crossing number of a gruph G, deno:ed cr(G) is the minimum number of 
crossings in any good drawing of G in the plane. (:A ‘good’ drawing has no two 
edges with a common vertex meeting in another point, no two edges meeting 
more than once, no edge meeting itself, no more than two edges meeting at an 
interior point, and no vertex as the interior point of an edge. See [3, p. ‘711 for a 
careful definition of crossing number.) 
The simplest nonphnar cycle permutation graph is probably that given when cy 
is a k cycle of consecutive/ integers 2 s k c n - 1, n 2 4. (Recall that the cycle C,, 
giving rise to C(.n, at.4 is always cyclically labeled 1,2, . _ . , n.) Such a graph is 
called a k-twisted prism gruph, and is the subject for the major part of the next 
section. 
Prqo&tIon. The crossing nun&r of a k-twisted prism gruph is one, 2 < k s n - 1, 
nS4. 
proof, It is easy to construct a drawing with one crossing and the afore- 
mentioned result about planar cycle permutation graphs shows the graphs to be 
nonplanar. Cl I 
In what follows we consider the graph C(n, or) to be label& so that there are 
two n cycles C and C’!. with C cy&ally labeled 1,2, . . . , n and C’ cyclically 
labeleld l’, 2’, 3’, . . . , n’ ;and i joined to (a(i))‘. 
TheOrem 1. tit a = (ij) be a transposition in Stl, l< i, j S n, n S 5. T%en 
fdC(n, a)) = 
{ 
1 ifj=i+l ori+2, 
2 otherwise. 
Rook If i = i + 1 then C(n, cu) is a twisted prism graph. If i = i + 2, then C( n, cr ) is 
drawn with one crossing in Fig. l(a), and, furthermore, each such graph has a 
subgraph homeomorphf with K(3,3). Notice that lor n = 5, no possibility f’or i 
other than i + 1 and i i- 2 need be considered. 
3 Now suppose i 2 i + 3 and n 2 6. The drawing in Fig. l(b) shows cr( C(n, a)) s 2. 
It is &hcient to show that cr(C(6, s))22, for s = (M), since for all oi:her Q! = (ii), 
i ai + 3, C(n, (r) has a subgraph homeomorphic with C(6, s). If cr(C(6, s)) s 1, 
then there would be: an edge whose removal results in a planar graph. 
If any edge not in C or C’ other than 14’ or 41’, is removed from C(6, s), the 
resuhing graph is homeomorphic with a cycle transposition graph vwheres n = 5, 
and thus is nonplaneu. Because of the edge symmetries of C(& s), c3ne need only 
examine the remova!/ of three ‘kinds’ of edges: the edge 13’, an edge of C incident 
Fig. 1. Optimal drawings of tramposition graphs. 
1 , 
with 14’+ and a~n edge of C not incident with 14, In each case, the resulting raph 
has a s&graph homomorphic with K(3,3). Thus, the deletion of no edge 
produces a planar -graph, cr(C(6, s))M, and hen- cr(C(n, a))a2, for all n B 
6. n 
, ,( S_ ,- ’ i: i--. ’ ~ . 11. i.. ’ ” _. ^  ~’ 
Vk now re& Fh&t, as a-cycle, pmu@ati~ou graih,. the Petersen graph may be 
repm ?nted as C(5, a), where cl! = (2453J. Figwe 2(a) {show the-Petersen graph 
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a) 
b) 
Fig. 3. Petersen-type graphs. 
drawn in rathfer an unfamiliar fashion. For arbitrary 
given by ~x=(23...jj+2~.. n (j + 1)) and 41 C( n, ar ) a Metsen -type graph. 
Qne: can show that these graphs, in general, are not generaked Petersen graphs. 
We now show that a,U such graphs have the same crossing number. 
PM& It is clear from Fig. 2(b) that each Petersen-type graph has a subgraph 
homeomorphic with the Petersen graph ‘ad. that each has a drawing with two 
crossings. Hence, since the crossing number of the Petersen graph is two, the 
proof is complete. 0 
Many other crossing ,lrumber problems eem worthy of fyrther investigation 
because of the prx@~ble r lationships between thep. and the nature of the 
permutation yi+di~~~ thegrsplri. The ones presented &ere only begin to indicate 
the topological con$exity Msulting frop relatively simpk permutations. It is not 
necessarily true t&a~ $krmutat,ions whibh are disjoint products of cyclic permuta- 
tions result. in iropologically more complex cycle permutation graphs than those 
from cyclic permutations: For recall that a! = (1 n)(2 R - 1)(3 n - 2) . . . gives a 
planar C(rr, a). . . 
In this section wfe con&me the search for those permutations yielding a 
particular graph, begun by chartrand and. Harary [5]. This investigation also looks 
necessarily at isomorphic ytile permut&on graph in the sense of D6rfIer [6,7]. 
Throughout he discussion will be a &.ed positive integer and (r E S, will be the 
cyclic permutation ar = (12 3 I . . n.). When multiplying permutations 4 and 7, ti 
means that 4 acts &rst and then T. A theorem applicable to all cycle permutation 
graphs precedes acharacterization theorem for k-twisted p&m graphs. Through- 
out this section we assume n34. The following theorem can be deduced from a 
YesuIt od’ Hedetniemi 191. 
-69~2 3* Let c7(n, a) @ff a cycle peimutatin graph and let p(j) = a(n -j-k 2), 
rG)=n-@@+2, &)=n--(&I-2, j=*lt2,...,n. 7hen C(n,S)=C(n,a) if 
8=aia, S=&, &=dy, orc#g, +I:,2 ,..., n. 
An intuitive feeling for Theorems 3’ can be gain& by examining the manner ii> 
which 8, y and p can be constructed from cy. Suppose C(n, a) is drawn in the 
plane with C’ drawn inside C and both copies labeled clockwise. Then @ is the 
permutation obtained by relabelling C in the counterclockwise direction, y 
corresponds toreMMing both C’and C’ in the counterclockwise direction, and p 
results from relabelling C’ in the cc?fl;nterclockwise dir ction, again, therefore, 
yieldir,g C(~T g). Furthermore, for a given permutation, p, yielding the C(n, a) as 
drawn, C(q &.J) can be ,obtained -by. rephicing the label i ~ on C ‘by i -I- i. 
?Jotic? ‘-“oat, the :&Q3errqW&ons l&t&in Thcoreml:3;: need: not be. distinct. In 
fact, wh ?ther thej+ a& &#tinct iMep&denton *q and the remainder of the section 
will be k ‘evoted to determining the extent of th+ distinctness for twisted prism 
graphs. EWLczmore, this list need not h. the complete list of permutations which 
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give graphs isomorphic to C( n, ar ). For example, if C(n, a) has two vertex disjoint 
/ n ,c~~cks, each of which is chordless and distinct from C, then a gcrmutatic~n 
distinct from those in Theorem 3 may exist. Such isomorphic permutations we 
hi&y discussed by Drier [6]. 
The situation for k-twist& prism graphs is surprisingly interesting. Recall that 
for the prism graph C(n, (1)) there are exactly 2n permutations yielding it, namely 
the elements of the dihedral! group. In some sense the k-twisted prism graph is a 
very small divergence from this simplest of all cycle permutation graphs and yet 
the. next theorem shows *&at, in most cases, the k-twisted prism graph has 4n2 
distinct permutations which yield it! 
Recall that the k-twisted prism graph C(n, 9) is given when (K is a k cycle of 
consecutive integers, 2Gksn-1. Let a,=(tt+l . ..t+k-1). t=l,2 ,..., n, 
2 G k G n - 1, and let &, ‘yt and k be the permu :ations @, y and c& fmm Theorem 
3 when at =a~,. 
One can easily show that the k-twisted pr ism graph is isomorphic to the 
(n-k + I)-twisted prism graph. In what follows, however, we allow k to vary 
from 1 to n - I, although when necessary one co lid assume k is no larger than the 
ceiling integer function for n/2. Only in the proof to Lemma 3 does this extra 
variance on k require a bit more work, while in the proof of Lemma 4 it allows a 
rather interesting statement about k = n - 1 WE rh would have been masqued by 
restricting k. 
We arx$ve at the desired distinctness theorem using four lemmas. It is some- 
times helpful to use what is called the ‘mattig fo m’ of a permutation, (Y, given by 
the 2~ n matrix, 
( 1 2 3....n a(l) (~(2) a(3). . . ar(n) l 
When the phrase “read left to right” i!; ueecc relative to a matrix form the 
convention is adopted that when reading past th’z nth column, one rettuTs to the 
first column. The proof of Lemma 1 is omitted. 
L~IIQIM 1, If k = 2, n arbitrary, then ai = yn-i+l and pi = !A,,_,+~. 
I&INUM 2. If a’& == II, for any i, 1s i 6 n, then s = t, where A7 = cy, 8, y, or + 
proof, By the manner in which p, y and p are defined, we need only consider (Y. 
Suppose A, = ar, for some i, s, and t. 
The mattix form of ~11~ has the k - 1 integers t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + k - 1. listed 
consecutively when its second row is read from left to right. Then the matrii form 
of cy, can be written 
. . . t+i r+i+l... t+i+k-I... 
\ 
. . . t+l t+2 . . . t . . . I 
‘Ibe defi~~irriorrs~of h ad vj xzan be used to show that the last two 
ineqW arB eql&%&lent to the, .Ib$t iwo, ‘vu* ==~Z!vely. Thus we consider only 
&q# &. We also leave *he sir&r argument for 0~7~ # & to the reader. 
a, may be written in matrix form as 
I . (::j;, ;~~~~~i+~--l~~:j_ 
3?yt&rm&e, for e?ch & t+ f&o&g paiitern ex@s in its matrix form: 
( 
. ..tr) o+l... 
.- . . I I-I . . . ) 
where o=‘n-(ti-k-2)+2 and I=n-o+3. 
Comider the second rcqv of u’q, read from left to rjght. Can it have consecutive 
integek which decreask? (Kere goifig’ from 1 to A k co&de& a ‘consecutive 
decrease’.) Since cri maps consecutive integers to consecutive midgers. such can 
only be the #se .if q itself has ldeckksing cqk&cuti$e ‘integers in its second row, 
when read left to rig&. However, unless k i= n - 1 and j = 2, the& is a deciease 
from one &c+d,row e!F to th.t: next in q only once, in the foIlowing situation: 
I 
c 
-1. j-i-k-2 j+k-l,.. 
. . i+k-1. j .,. - ) 
Thki is a ckxrew~ of one only if k = 2. When k = II - 1 and j = 2, tie above 
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decrmsing string of consecutive integers for & has three entries, while no such 
string exists for a+ 
EWthermore, for n~5 and k=:2, then ~=n-tf3 and I=?-1 above gjves a 
decreasing string of consecutive integers with at least thxe entries. Thus, in these 
cam u&q can never be 8. By inspection, a’ai # & when n = 5, k = 2. Hence if 
aiap&, then n=4 and k=2. 113 
It is worth noting that when 1% =4 am d k = 2, tbsre are exactly the n2 = 16 
distinct permutations C&R,, i, j = 1, 2,3,4. 
LQ&DIWI 4. Assume that k 3 3. TOten a”~, # ai, u’Opt f @j, for all o, t, and j unless 
one of the following occur: 
(i) n =2k - 1, in which case oy, = q,_,+2 and d’-‘pt = &,_t+2 for all t = 
l!, 2 9..‘9 n; 
(ii) n = k + 1, in whicii case 02y, = s-~+~, and CT”-‘~, = &-t+3 for all t = 
I,2 n. 9’..9 
PNBQ~. Vsing the definitions of h ;md yj, one can show that rr”~~ = & if and only 
if o-“Ly, = q. Hence we only consider ‘yl and aj. Suppose 8’~~ = cyi for some o, Z, 
and i. Use the c@ic notation for ‘yt and atj as foUc?svs: 
y#=(mm-l...m-k+l) 
+=Qj+l...j+k-1) 
L - , v.L 
where m = n - t+2. The proof proceeds in two cases: 
CaseI. o+m#lar-k+lando+m-lfm-k+l.In~caseu’UY,(r)=O$r 
or U+t-1, r=??I or m-1, SulBpose OLi fixes neither m nor ,llt - 1. Then 
q(m-l)=m. If ~W(y,)(~~-1)=:w+m-2, then 0=2. Hf a”v,(m--I)= 
o+m-1,then o=l. 
Ifqtiesm(orm - 1), then we obtain o = 1 or o = n, requiring that ‘yt = q, 
which can only occur whea k = 2, by the nature of the permutations. 
Thus, WC must have o = 1 or 2 and when o = 2, *&en ai f&s neither m nor 
m-1. Consider n - t -t 3. Then y,(n-t+3)=2+M-&(n-t+3), and 
&(n-t+3)=q(t-I)=t-1. 
Thus y,(n-t+3)==n-t+3. So, cr2yt(n-f+l)=yt(n--it+3)=n-t+3, while 
tXj(n - t + 1) = q(R2 - 1) since nl =n-8+2, and thus aj(n-t+I)=m, by ~SSUIIIP- 
tion. Since n - t + 2 # n - t + 3, a2y, + aj and thus o = 2 is impossible. 
Now, notice that (rry, fixes w1 -k+l through m-l and h\ence Roy fixes k-l 
objects. Furthermore ai fixes n - Ic objects and hence rl= 2k - 1. When n = 
2k - 1, one can verify that q = ~q,-~+~, since ‘yt = (m m - 1.. . m --k + 1) and 
a,,-t+2=am isgivenby(mnr+l...m+k-1). 
Case 2{a). o + m = m - k + 1. Then o”r,(m - I) = T&I - k) = m - I~C. Consider 
q(m - 1). If ai(m - 3) = m - 1, then k = 1, a contradiction; if aj(m - I.) J: PYI~ then 
k = 0. Thus, it must be true that aj(vrr - 1) = i and thus m := k +i. 
Notice that the duplication of the r and Q permutations which occurs for the 
isomorpti~ g-aphs, k 2 2 and k = n - 1, shows up in different ways. *In the tit 
case no mu!tiplication by I)’ is required, while in the second it is. 
Became the k-twZs$ti, prism graph has no two vertex disjoint chord&s n cycles 
ogher than those ‘labeled C and C’ in the description of such graphs, only those 
perrriutertions given in, Theorem 4 yield a cycle permutation graph isomorphic with 
tie twi@d prism kqaph. 
It is interesting to use this result along with that a’r” Chartrand and Harary [S] to 
examine the number of permutations which give the four noti,somorphic cycle 
permutatiotl graphs When ~lr = 5. flhere’ are 10 for the prism graph, 50 for the 
2-tw&ed prism, and 50 for the 3+visted prism gxxph, leaving only 10 pcrmuta- 
tio~s in S not cov& by these res&s. 
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